Lisbon, 25 January 2010
Ref: C.2.2/QR3/2010

Third SafeSeaNet Data Quality quarterly report
(October, November and December 2009)
1. Introduction
The purpose of the quarterly report is to present measurable elements and figures on SSN data
quality issues and to inform Member States (MSs) about aspects of their performance that should be
improved. The report also includes the level of activity registered in SSN for the notifications
provided.
The report is made available to EMSA, the Commission and MSs for their further analysis.
2. Level of activity
Table 1 shows the number of notifications and requests sent to SSN EIS in 2009 by reporting country
and message type.

Table 1 – Number of SSN notifications and requests (January-December 2009)

EMSA comments
a. EMSA recognises the low usability of SSN as a general issue concerning all MSs. This is expected
to change when the new SSN module named STIRES becomes available to MSs. SSN/STIRES will
offer an easier and more user friendly access to the system. Before STIRES enters into production
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training will be provided to MSs in February 2010 (EMSA invitations already sent). It is noted that
landlocked MSs (Austria, Check Republic, Hungary, Luxemburg and Slovak republic) will
also be given access to the STIRES web interface;
b. Estonia (Port and Hazmat notifications) and Portugal (Ship notifications) are invited to take the
necessary measures and provide to SSN the above missing notifications as stipulated by the
Directive 2002/59/EC. The effectiveness of the Directive depends on Member States enforcing its
implementation strictly;
c. MSs are invited to provide the “Incident reports” as stipulated in Article 16 of the Directive
2002/59/EC and in the ‘Incident Report Messages Guidelines’. In order to improve this situation
EMSA acknowledges that further training would help to harmonize the reporting activities;
d. Over the last year, the number of requests made by Finland (Port requests), Norway (Hazmat
requests) and Romania (Hazmat and Incident requests) has hugely increased. These States
explained that EMSA they request this information automatically either for getting a detailed
traffic image or for assessing the potential risk. Although at this time there are no technical
problems due to the generally limited number of requests, those operational needs were not
foreseen to be supported by SSN. For those purposes, STIRES will provide a better and clear
traffic picture with enhanced SSN information. These MSs are invited to deactivate the above
mentioned automatic requests once they would get the same information through STIRES.

3. SSN operation status
As from January 2009, all coastal MSs notify SSN with Port, Hazmat, Incident reports, and Ship
(AIS/MRS) notifications. Table 2 shows in detail the situation for each MS:

Table 2 – Detailed SSN operation status by Member State (October- December 2009)

EMSA comments
a. Bulgaria entered into full production with the XML interface in mid-December 2009 and Estonia
re-commenced sending AIS notifications on 8 January 2010 and MRS notifications (for the first
time);
b. Not all due notifications are being provided by MSs when the “yes” appears on the table. The
“yes” in the table means that the Member State has completed the technical developments and is
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capable of sending the due notifications. However in most of the cases MSs provide a percentage
of the due notifications and the exact situation is reported to each MS separately;
c. MSs missing to provide the due MRS information to SSN (Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France,
Ireland, Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom) are reminded that the exchange of MRS
information has a solid legal base and there is a clear obligation to exchange this information
without delay through SSN (see the letter with ref. number DG TREN/G1/SHN D 50876/18-1-2010
of the Commission sent to the maritime Directors).

4. Use of ‘dummy’ values
4.1

Use of ‘dummy’ ETD values in Port notifications

The ‘estimated’ time of departure (ETD) from the port should be included in Port notifications
provided by the MS. However, some MSs are including ‘dummy’ values.
An ETD value is considered as ‘dummy’ if provided:
•

as a pre-defined value (e.g. 31-12-2010);

•

a fixed time interval between ETD and ETA (i.e. port call duration) in more than 50 % of Port
notifications, or;

•

an abnormal time interval between ETD and ETA is detected (e.g. 10 minutes).

Table 3 shows the percentage of Port notifications sent by the MS including ‘dummy’ ETD values and
identifies the relationship for each case.

Table 3 – Use of ‘dummy’ ETD values
in Port notifications (December 2009)

4.2

Use of ‘dummy’ ETA values in Hazmat notifications

The ‘estimated’ time of arrival (ETA) at the port of destination shall be included in Hazmat
notifications provided by the MS. Whereas most Hazmat notifications include ETA values likely to be
true, some Hazmat notifications include ‘dummy’ values.
An ETA value is considered as ‘dummy’ if provided:
•

as a pre-defined value (e.g. 31-12-2010);

•

a fixed time interval between ETA and ETD (i.e. voyage duration) in more than 50 % of
Hazmat notifications, or;

•

an abnormal time interval between ETA and ETD is detected (e.g. 1 minute).

Table 4 shows the percentage of Hazmat notifications sent by the MS, including ‘dummy’ ETA values,
and identifies the relationship in each case.
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Table 4 – Use of ‘dummy’ ETA values
in Hazmat notifications (December 2009)

EMSA comments for both paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2
a. MSs are urged to upgrade the information provided, when appropriate, avoiding the employment
of ‘dummy’ values in Port and Hazmat notifications;
b. Port notifications including a ‘dummy’ ETD provide misleading information. Once SSN will feed the
THETIS system, the ‘dummy’ data may mislead PSC activities. In a similar way, Hazmat
notifications including a ‘dummy’ ETA provide also misleading information;
c. According to the Directive 2002/59/EC (as amended) the operators, agent or master of a ship
shall notify the ETA and ETD, and the master must inform the competent authority of any change.
4.3

Use of ‘unknown’ number of ‘Persons on Board’ in Port and Hazmat notifications

Table 5 shows the percentage of Port and Hazmat notifications sent by the MS with ‘Persons on
Board’ unknown (POB = 99999) in August and December 2009. MSs including ‘dummy’ unknown
values in more than 20% of their notifications are indicated in red.

Table 5 – Use of ‘unknown’ number of POB
in Port and Hazmat notifications (August and December 2009)

EMSA comments
a. Figures are improving, but over 30% of notifications are missing mandatory data;
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b. The notification of POB in both Port and Hazmat notifications is defined in Annex I of Directive
2002/59/EC. Unknown number of ‘Persons on Board’ should only be used on an exceptional basis;
c. MS authorities have the legal basis (Art. 25. 2) to impose sanctions on those failing to comply
with the reporting obligations of the Annex I.

5. Use of non-recognised LOCODEs in Hazmat and Ship MRS notifications
The employment of non-recognised SSN LOCODEs in Hazmat and Ship MRS notifications creates
confusion to other SSN users. Non-recognised SSN LOCODEs are those not registered in the UNECE
list or not declared as ‘SSN Specific’ (when awaiting for UNECE formal acceptance).
Table 6 shows the percentage of Hazmat and Ship MRS notifications sent by MSs declaring a nonrecognised SSN LOCODE as ‘Next Port of Call’. MSs providing notifications with non-recognised
LOCODEs are indicated in red:

Table 6 – Use of non-UNECE/SSN specific LOCODEs
in Hazmat and Ship MRS notifications (October - December 2009)

EMSA comments
MSs are invited to:
a. ensure that ports have their LOCODE registered by UNECE. If not, initiate in UNECE the process
for requesting a LOCODE for those locations and update their Port function;
b. periodically download the updated list of LOCODEs (UNECE and ‘SSN Specific’) from the SSN web
application into their National SSN systems.
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6. Detailed part of Hazmat and Ship notifications
6.1

Employment of phone/fax solution in Hazmat and Ship MRS

Table 7 shows the percentage of Hazmat and Ship MRS notifications for which the details are
available by phone or fax. The percentage is based on automatic checks made on all notifications
during the October / December reporting period. MSs still providing details in this non-automatic way
are indicated in red:

Table 7 – Employment of phone/fax solution
in Hazmat and Ship MRS (October-December 2009)

EMSA comments
a. SSN is to facilitate the “computerised exchange of data” between MSs. The initial solution of
providing details via phone/fax should be phased out;
b. MSs are invited to make all efforts to provide the detailed part of notifications through XML or a
downloadable document.

6.2

Unavailability of Hazmat and Ship details

EMSA carried out sample checks on the availability of Hazmat and Ship details.
Table 8 shows the percentage of XML type details that were unavailable upon request, indicating in
red those MSs with unavailability greater than 20%:
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Table 8 – Unavailability of Hazmat and Ship
details (October-December 2009)

EMSA comments
MSs are invited to take measures ensuring that the detailed part of notifications is available upon
request and regularly check the message content.

7. Other issues
PortPlus message implementation at MS level
The New Inspection Regime (NIR) of the Paris MoU on Port State Control will enter into force on 1
January 2011, to support the new PSC information database (THETIS). THETIS will receive
information on ship calls through SSN and from the Canadian and Russian Federation systems.
To cope with the reporting obligation imposed by the NIR, a new message (PortPlus notification) has
been proposed and validated by the MSs at SSN Workshop 11 and, to reflect these major changes in
the system, a new SSN XML Reference Guide has been produced.
As a follow up to SSN WS 12, MSs have been requested to report on their planning for the
implementation, commissioning test and entering into production of the PortPlus related version of
SSN (v.2.0).
Table 9 summarises the planned implementation of the PortPlus message at MS level as notified to
EMSA.
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Planned implementation
Member State

Start Date

Commissioning Tests

Completion Date

Start Date

Completion Date

Belgium

Apr-2010

Jul-2010

Aug-2010

Bulgaria

-

-

Jun-2010

Cyprus

Jan-2010

Apr-2010

May-2010

May-2010

Oct-2010

Denmark

-

-

-

-

-

Estonia

Jan-2010

Mar-2010

Mar-2010

Aug-2010

Sep-2010

Finland

Mar-2010

May-2010

May-2010

May-2010

-

France
Germany

Oct-2010
-

A study is now being carried out. Plan will be provided to EMSA in the 1st quarter 2010
Mar-2010

Greece
Iceland

Sep-2010

Planned entering
in production

Sep-2010

Sep-2010

Nov-2010

Nov-2010

Not possible to provide information about time-frame
Jan-2010

Ireland

Mar-2010

22 Mar 2010

31 Mar 2010

Apr-2010

Not possible to provide information about time-frame.

Italy

Aug-2010

Oct-2010

Oct-2010

Dec-2010

Dec-2010

Latvia

19 Feb 2010

20 Nov 2010

1 Oct 2010

22 Oct 2010

Nov 2010

Lithuania

Mar-2010

Aug-2010

Sep-2010

Oct-2010

Nov-2010

Malta

-

-

-

1 Jan-2011

Netherlands

Jan-2010

Apr-2011

Feb-2011

Mar-2011

Apr-2011

Norway

Early 2010

-

Sep-2010

-

Nov-2010

Poland

Dec-2009

Mar-2010

Apr-2010

Apr-2010

Nov-2010

Portugal

Dec-2009

Mid 2010

3rd quarter
2010

3rd quarter 2010

3rd quarter 2010

Romania

Jun-2010

-

Nov-2010

-

Dec-2010

Slovenia

Dec-2009

Mar-2010

Apr-2010

-

Sep-2010

Spain

End Oct 2010

Not possible to provide information about time-frame. Plan will be provided to EMSA in few weeks

Sweden
United Kingdom

Nov-2009

May-2010

Jun-2010

Jun-2010

Sep-2010

Not possible to provide information about time-frame.

Table 9 – Planned implementation for PortPlus Message at MS level (December 2009)

EMSA comments
Denmark, France, Greece, Ireland, Spain and the United Kingdom are invited to provide
EMSA with their planning on the implementation of the PortPlus message. All MSs are invited to
send to EMSA any updates on the dates of the above table.
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